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극미세영문법 개인별 모의고사
[16-3](2)

001 다음을 수동태 문장으로 바꿔 쓰시오.
My favorite director filmed this movie.
= This movie ________________________.

002 다음을 수동태 문장으로 바꿔 쓰시오.
That sitcom made the actress a superstar.
= The actress ______________________________.

003 대화의 밑줄 친 부분을 고칠 필요가 있다면 바르게 고
친 것은?
A: Do you know who made this wonderful kite?
B: Sure. It makes by my grandfather.

① 고칠 필요 없음
② made
③ will be made
④ was made
⑤ was making

004 다음 각 문장을 수동태로 고치세요.
(1) Most students use the grammar book.

   → ________________________________________
                                                         
                 
(2) He killed two black bears.

   → ________________________________________
                      

                                               
(3) Mr. Lee designed these beautiful dresses.
    → ________________________________________
                                                         
            
(4) She wrote the poems.
    → ________________________________________

                                                         
(5) I will solve this math problem.

    →_______________________________________
                                                         
     
(6) Thomas read a lot of novels.

    →________________________________________
                                                         
    
(7) Mexicans speak Spanish.

    →________________________________________
                                                         
 
(8) He has finished the work.

    → ________________________________________

                                                      
(9) A man threw away the trash.

   → ________________________________________

                                                  
(10) She has cleaned many rooms.

     →________________________________________
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005 아래 [보기]와 같이 주어진 문장을 수동태로 바꾸어 
쓰시오.

[보기] “A lot of girls love rock bands.”
       → Rock bands are loved by a lot of girls.

① Thousands of people use the express bus.

   → _______________________________________

② Somebody stole my dictionary in the library.

   → ______________________________________

③ The young boys can't solve the hard problem.

   → ______________________________________

④ The police officer saw the robbers in the airport.

   → ______________________________________

⑤ The repairman will fix this old refrigerator.

   → ______________________________________

⑥ The author will write another interesting storybook.

   → ______________________________________

⑦ People speak Chinese in this area of the country.

   → ______________________________________

⑧ They may finish all the water and food in ten days.

   → ______________________________________

⑨ We have to paint the fence this afternoon.

   → ______________________________________

⑩ Several guards protected the important luggage.

   → ______________________________________
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[16-3](2) 정답 및 해설

1 [정답] 
was filmed by my favorite director
[해설] 수동태: be v-ed

2 [정답] 
was made a superstar by that sitcom
[해설] 5형식 문장에서 목적어가 수동태의 주어가 되고, 목적격보
어가 명사인 경우 그대로 쓴다.

3 [정답] ④

4 [정답] 
① The grammar book is used by most students.

② Two black bears were killed by him.

③ These beautiful dresses were designed by Mr. Lee.

④ The poems were written by her.

⑤ This math problem will be solved by me.

⑥ A lot of novels were read by Thomas.

⑦ Spanish is spoken by Mexicans.

⑧ The work has been finished by him.

⑨ The trash was thrown away by a man.

⑩ Many rooms have been cleaned by her.

5 [정답] 
① The express bus is used by thousands of people.
       
② My dictionary was stolen in the library.
       
③ The hard problem can't be solved by the young boys.
       
④ The robbers were seen by the police officer 
   in the airport.
       
⑤ This old refrigerator will be fixed by the repairman.
       
⑥ Another interesting storybook will be written 
   by the author.
       
⑦ Chinese is spoken in this area of the country.
       
⑧ All the water and food may be finished by them 
   in ten days.
       
⑨ The fence ahs to be painted by us this afternoon.
       
⑩ The important luggage was protected by several guards.


